
***  YOUR COMPUTER CALENDAR ***
CONGRATULATIONS!!!  You are now the proud owner of a program that will enable

to become more efficient so you have more time to work with ADAM.

YOUR COMPUTER CALENDAR will allow you to save four messages per date over a
four month period as well as create a calendar for any month between 1800 and 2400 A.D.  The
messages you store can be viewed on the screen or printed within a calendar.  The program is
menu driven using Smartkeys.

YOUR COMPUTER CALENDAR will create a five block message file with the file
name "msg".  YOUR MEDIA MUST HAVE 5 BLOCKS FREE FOR CREATING THE FILE
THE FIRST TIME THE PROGRAM IS RUN.

YOUR COMPUTER CALENDAR uses all but a few hundred bytes of available memory
so all REM statements have been removed. Here's a few notes about the program.

* The pokes for sound are at 3000 and they are not the regular sound pokes; instead, they
set up access to noise codes.  Pokes 240 to 255, 208 to 223, 176 to 191 and 144 to 159 are
volume.  All other numbers from 128 are various types and pitches of sound. Each group of
volume codes control the sounds immediately preceeding it.

190 Print Calendar Routine
560 Add or alter messages
1140 View messages routine

     1390 Clear or advance 1 month
     1670 Print calendar with messages
     1780 Calculate the first day of the month
     1840 Start Screen
     1990 Menu
     2190 First run or clear all messages
     2570 Sound routines
     2600 End routine
   

* Pokes found in this program:
        16953 - cursor character (0 removes cursor)
        16149/16150 - allows you to poke 64885
        64885 - last keyboard key pressed (0 clears)
        17291 - cursor flash speed
        159 - text FLASH speed



        17059/17115/17126 - Screen / text color
        16135 - pause (control s) - 32=spacebar
        17201 - top margin for view window
        17198 - # of lines to clear for view window
        CALL 17197 - sets up window

Messages are limited to 9 letters, numbers or characters. An 'empty message' must begin
with a period (46).

IF FOR ANY REASON THE PROGRAM ABORTS RESULTING IN A 'msg' FILE LESS
THAN 5 BLOCKS, YOU MUST 'DELETE' THE 'msg' FILE, CORRECT THE PROBLEM
AND START AGAIN.

For some reason, ADAM will not allow you to write more than an existing file will hold. 

ENJOY!!!

Bob Tarnowski
                       Mr. T SOFTWARE
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YOUR ADDRESS BOOK will enable you to keep track of up to 150 people or places
per book and up to 14 books!  Each member of your family can have their own address book file
plus files for business, clubs and organization members, services, etc.  The program contains a
main menu and extensive use of the SmartKEYS.  The program can be listed - I hope you will
find many of the routines useful in your own projects. Enjoy!!
_____________________________________________________________________________

'RUN HELLO' or 'brun addressbk' to begin the program which has been bsaved.  YOUR
ADDRESS BOOK begins with the menu:

LIST - will enable you to list your address book by name and address, name and phone #,
flag A, flag B or all data with the option to view on screen or to print.  You can pause the listing
by pressing the <SPACEBAR>.  All listings are in alphabetical order.

SEARCH - will enable you to search for listings by last name or any number of letters.  In
other words you can search for 'ADAMS' and all ADAMS will appear or search for 'AD' and
listings beginning with AD will appear in alpha order. 

      ADD - lets you add listings to YOUR ADDRESS BOOK.  When you start a new book,
you will be asked to name the two flags which are used to categorize the listings e.g. 'XMAS
LIST', 'FAMILY', 'BUSINESS', 'MEMBER', 'OFFICER', etc.  YOUR ADDRESS BOOK can
sort and list by flag A or flag B.  The flag is 'marked' by entering a 'Y' by the flag name.

DEL - will permit you to delete a listing.

LOAD - will let you load a file into memory.  The files will be cataloged on the screen
(the HELLO and addressbk file will not appear)  and you can select your file using the arrow
keys.  The first time you use a file you have the option to load it first or wait and save it.



AN EXISTING OR WORKING FILE MUST ALWAYS BE LOADED FIRST BEFORE
ADDING OR SAVING TO THE FILE TO PREVENT ERASING PREVIOUSLY
RECORDED DATA!!!

      SAVE - will enable you to save your listings in a file.  If it is to be a new file which was
not previously loaded, YOUR ADDRESS BOOK will list the files for your selection.

*** WARNING ***  There is a possibility that ADAM will lock up at this point - it is
therefore suggested that if you have a large list, type 15 or 20 at a time and save them. Files
previously loaded will automatically SAVE to the same file.  After starting a file rename it.  Type
'RENAME <OLD filename>,<NEW FILENAME>.  i.e. RENAME AAA,FAMILY
<RETURN>. 

                                              Bob Tarnowski
                                              Mr. T SOFTWARE


